Bob Wright Building Waste pick up
Waste pick up is Thursday and the request cut off is Wednesday afternoon.
OHSE (HazWaste) https://www.uvic.ca/ohse/environment/waste/index.php
Sign in
Disposal Request
Building: Bob Wright B211b
Location: it depends what needs to be pick up, I usually write “on the counter top”
Comments: anything usual/unusual about the waste container. For me, I usually put “reaction mixture waste”
Ex: If the halogenated waste is full, you will fill out this form like below,
“Add Waste Item” Tab
Waste type: Halogenated Waste (blue pail)
Volume: 4.5
Units: L
State: S/L mix
Description: Reaction mixture waste
No. of container: 1
Replacement: Yes
No. of container: 1 Always have to order replacement because when they pick up waste container they
don’t replace it unless you put in the order.
SUBMIT ORDER
Few things to note:
- You have to put a green hazard waste pick up label (in the stationary drawer), on the waste container
that’s needed to be picked up, otherwise the waste guy doesn’t know which container to pick up (even
though the waste container is full)
-

The yellow needle waste pail – We have to buy it from the store, we don’t replace this on the hazard
page.)

-

If you find yourself getting confused about filling in the waste item tab or having to find extra
information about the size or volume of the waste container, you are likely to have picked the wrong
waste container from the list… (just speaking from experience)

Type of waste container in the waste room we have as of fall 2018
- 2 halogenated waste (Blue pail)
- 2 non-halogenated waste (Red pail) (regular organic solvent)
- 1 Aq acidic waste (2L)
- 1 Aq basic waste (2L) – (fyi, this is also where old base bath solution would go)
- 1 Aq neutral waste (2)
#Waste container to be brought into the waste room when full
- Needle waste (yellow pail)

